INTRODUCTION
Parma is an experimental Prolog compiler for the MIPS architecture. Its performance exceeds previous Prolog implementations by an order of magnitude. This paper will describe the important innovations made in Parma to achieve this performance. An overview of logic programming implementation research, including Parma's place in it, can be found in Van Roy's excellent history ?]. Earlier versions of this work were presented in ?] and ?]. An extensive description of Parma can be found in ?].
ANALYSIS
By the far the most crucial component in Parma's performance is a global analysis phase which examines the program as a whole to gather information for use in the compilation of the program.
The paradigm for much of the work on analysis of Prolog including Parma's global analysis phase is a technique named abstract interpretation. It Parma's application of abstract interpretation incorporated no theoretical advances but it did demonstrate that the use of abstract interpretation to gather detailed information was feasible in practice. The control of abstract interpretation was done in a relatively simple and ad-hoc manner. More e cient and elegant methods have since been developed so the algorithm Parma employs is only of historical interest. It is is described in ?].
Much more e ort was devoted to the design of Parma's abstract domain. It included an important innovation -representation of implementation artifacts such as reference chains ?]. The insight that abstract interpretation could gather information about operational characteristics of programs, such as dereferencing and trailing, was probably the most important aspect of this work. Previous Prolog implementations had accepted the cost of such operations as inherent in the language. The information gathered by Parma's analysis phase allows the majority of such operations to be removed.
The nature of Parma's abstract domain is not only governed by the demand for information of the subsequent compilation phases, some features of the abstract domain are necessary to prevent loss of information during analysis.
Here is a terse description of the abstract domain Parma employs:
free(may alias, must alias, is aliased, trail) cells all with the rst argument of each in car type and the second argument of the last in cdr type. Parma's abstract domain includes a compound symbol which represents a structure of a particular functor and contains symbols describing the possible arguments of the structure. This allows precision to be maintained where structures are used to aggregate data analogously to Pascal's record data type.
The unrestricted introduction of this compound symbol would make the abstract domain a lattice of in nite depth. Parma avoids this and hence simpli es control of abstract interpretation by restricting the nesting of compound symbols to less than a constant bound. A nesting limit of four was su cient to maintain precision in all the small to medium-sized programs we examined. It is likely that it is not su cient in many programs with complex data structures.
A more general handling of recursive types was too ambitious at the time when Parma's analysis phase was implemented. Simply establishing the practicality of utilising global analysis in a Prolog compiler was a useful result when this work was undertaken. No doubt similar work now would take a more general approach.
Many programs implement recursive data types such as lists and binary trees. These cannot be represented precisely in Parma's abstract domain. This is unfortunate as the parts of the programs which manipulate these data structures are often those where most execution time is spent and hence the parts where good compilation is most desirable.
Lists, in particular, pervade Prolog programs making their e cient handling vital so an ad hoc solution was adopted. The symbol list(car, cdr) represents the symbols in the in nite sequence: cdr, '.'(car, cdr) , '.'(car, '.'(car, cdr)) , . . .
For example, the symbol list(integer, ]) represents precisely all nil-terminated at lists of integers. The same nesting restriction that applies to structure symbols applies to the list symbols ensuring that the abstract domain remains a lattice of nite depth. Earlier versions of Parma omitted the cdr argument of the list symbol. It was implicitly assumed to be` ]'. This did not allow the exact representation of di erence lists ?] resulting in signi cant information loss when they are employed. Di erence lists are not prevalent in benchmark programs but skilled Prolog programmers make signi cant use of them. It can be expected that not only will they appear in real programs but they will appear in precisely those places where e ciency is important. The inclusion of the cdr argument not only allowed exact handling of di erence lists but also slightly simpli ed abstract interpretation.
The combination of aliasing and the list compound symbol is awkward because the car argument symbol possibly corresponds to multiple sub-terms. There are several possible choices for the meanings of the aliasing information in this context. Parma made two simplifying restrictions. The must alias argument of free symbols is limited in scope to within the car argument. The may alias argument of free, unknown and bound symbols has unlimited scope. As a result there is no way to precisely represent a list of variables that must be aliased to each other. It is also not possible to precisely represent a list of variables that cannot be aliased to each other.
REPRESENTATION
The paradigm of the abstract machine has dominated research in Prolog implementation since Warren produced the WAM ?]. The simplicity and elegance of the WAM, which are great virtues in other respects, become a straight-jacket for implementations wishing to exploit a conventional machine to its fullest. For example, the dereferencing operation of the WAM model is expensive to implement on a conventional machine and can often be avoided but it is integral to the instructions of the WAM. The WAM hides operations basic to the e ciency of an implementation.
Parma makes no use of the WAM's instruction set or any similar abstract machine. For the purposes of this paper it can be assumed that Parma uses the data representations of the WAM. In the later stages of Parma's development an experimental representation for variable reference chains was employed. It was eventually discovered this representation o ered no advantages over that of the WAM. This does not a ect the results presented later.
One important exception is that Parma treats specially predicate argument positions known from the analysis phase to always be an unaliased unbound variable on entry and to always be bound when the predicate exits. In these cases a reference to an uninitialised word is passed by the caller allowing the cost of initialisation to be avoided. Van Roy and Despain ?] extend this by allowing such values to be returned in a register in some circumstances.
Considerable care was taken to minimise the cost of tag handling operations. Like the WAM, tags are placed in the least signi cant bits of words. This allows much of the tag manipulation operation around arithmetic operations to be folded with the arithmetic ?]. It also means the tag need not be removed when obtaining the car or cdr of a list cell or an argument of a compound term if the o set used is appropriately adjusted.
Parma uses a similar memory model to the WAM. It does defer as much as possible storing information in choicepoints to reduce the cost of shallow backtracking ?]. Like the WAM predicate arguments are passed through registers.
It is important to note that Parma's data and instruction referencing characteristics are signi cantly di erent to the WAM. There have been several studies of Prolog memory referencing characteristics and cache behaviour based on the WAM, such as ?]. These can not be safely applied to Parma.
COMPILATION
Parma's compilation phase is implemented by roughly 6,000 lines of SICStus Prolog. The execution times of the algorithms employed in this stage are of little interest. The algorithms, including construction of indexing code, are linear in the size of the code produced or, at least, could be with more careful implementation. Unlike the analysis stage, reducing execution time was not a high priority in the implementation of the compilation stage. As a result Parma's overall execution time, at roughly 2-4 lines compiled per second, is slower than most users would like. The translation from Prolog clauses to MIPS assembly language occurs in ten separate phases.
The rst phase transforms clauses to a simpler form but which is still legal Prolog. Basically uni cations are moved out of clause heads and the subgoals in the clause body and split into their simplest components. This is convenient both for the analysis phase and the subsequent compilation phases. In the third phase a small set of unambitious transformations are applied at the source level. This mainly involves reordering of some conjunctions. This reordering only involves uni cations and calls to some built-in predicates. The primary motivation for this reordering is that it makes generation of the indexing code easier. This is followed by the phase which translates the Prolog clauses to low-level instructions of an intermediate language. This is where most of the work of compilation occurs. The translation in this phase requires careful and extensive attention to detail but really contained no startling innovation. The use of the information from the analysis phase is pervasive at this stage. The most important use is in strength reduction of uni cation operations. General purpose uni cation is a very expensive operation requiring up to 100 MIPS instructions to implement. The information from the analysis phase often allows a uni cation to be implemented in a few instructions.
The analysis information is also important in producing e cient code for disjunctions when determinacy can be inferred.
The intermediate language produced by this stage is basically 3-address code ?] reduced to load-store form. This representation is well suited to some of the improving transformations that must be applied to produce good code such as manipulation of load and store instruction o sets.
Parma's load/store intermediate language is described in Table ? ?. It has a number of named registers used for representing the execution state and argument passing. In addition an in nite number of general purpose registers are available. In the last phases of compilation the register allocator assigns these to actual machine registers. The translation of intermediate code to MIPS assembly language is broken into eight phases mainly involving manipulations of the code as basic blocks and singleentry-multiple-exit blocks. Most of the techniques involved are applicable to many languages and thus can be found in standard texts such as ?]. Some care was taken to match the techniques used to the common code patterns generated by Prolog compilation. For example, the frequent manipulation of stacks produces sequences of code with many modi cations and uses of the stack pointer. Improving transformations were added speci cally for these code sequences. Compilers for conventional imperative languages might not include such transformations because they would be of little importance.
Register allocation is done using a simple algorithm. The abundance of registers on the MIPS meant that for the benchmarks we compiled there was little contention for registers. This is likely not generally true and employment of more sophisticated allocation algorithms from the literature would be wise for general use. It was found to be important that freed registers were reused in a FIFO manner to produce greater freedom for instruction scheduling by the assembler.
Parma does not explicitly check for stack over ow. It assumes that memory protection feature of the operating system can provide this without the cost of explicit checks. This was not implemented.
It is probably useful to review Parma's operation by following a small example through the phases of compilation. The example we will use is the well-known predicate append/3. Here is the program we will assume it is contained in: The global analysis phase annotates these normalised clauses with the information discovered during the abstract interpretation of the program as follows: append(V1, V2, V3) :-V1{list(atom, nil)} = ], V3{free(no_trail, no_deref)} = V2{list(atom, nil)}.
append(V1, V2, V3) :-V1{list(atom, nil)} = V4|V5], V3{free(no_trail, no_deref)} = V6|V7], V6{free(no_trail, no_deref)} = V4{atom}, append(V5, V2, V7).
The main compilation phase translates these annotated clauses to Parma's intermediate code. We have rendered the intermediate code in pseudo-C: The hardware used for our measurements was a MIPS RC3230 desktop workstation con gured with 72 megabytes of memory. It uses a 25MHz R3000 microprocessor with separate instruction and data caches each of 32 kilobytes. The caches are direct-mapped and write-through. The operating system used was RISC/OS 4.51, a version of Unix. The performance of this system is now modest in current terms. Systems using microprocessors with this architecture o er up to a factor of 10 better integer performance.
The execution times for the global analysis phase for these programs are more than acceptable, most falling in the 20-30 program lines/second range. It was pleasing that there was no indication of worse than linear increase in global analysis time as program size increases.
We have compared Parma with SICStus Prolog (Version 0.6 #14) ?]. SICStus 0.6 was in wide use when Parma was constructed. The times quoted are for SICStus 0.6's execution mode based on a byte-coded abstract instruction set. We also provided comparisons with the native code compilation mode of SICStus 3.0, the current version of SICStus Prolog. These times are for SICStus 3.0's native compilation mode.
The rst column of Table ? ? contains the benchmark execution times measured for SICStus in seconds. The remaining columns contain execution times for Parma with and without global analysis scaled inversely relative to this time. In other words, the number given is the speed-up factor over SICStus. We have resisted the temptation to provide any form of average of the times because we feel such a number would be misleading.
Parma o ers a performance improvement of up to a factor of 66 over SICStus. Although the information from global analysis clearly has great bene ts, it can be seen from Parma's performance without global analysis that Parma's compilation to MIPS native-code was responsible for much of the improvement. In the cases where Parma performs best, e.g. tak, qsort and crypt, the information from global analysis is very precise and the resulting MIPS instructions are little di erent to those that would result from an equivalent C program. There are several factors involved in the cases where Parma produces the smallest performance gains. The information produced by global analysis for the boyer benchmark is poor. This is di cult to remedy. The heart of the problem is the predicate rewrite args/3 which incrementally instantiates a compound term using the built-in predicate arg/3. The resulting term will always be ground but this can only be inferred by induction. The loss of precision for this predicate propagates through the entire program. A single exit mode declaration for the predicate rewrite args/3, indicating that its third argument is always ground on exit, produces a performance improvement of more than a factor of 2. Little performance improvement is possible for the zebra benchmark because its performance is dominated by calls to the general unify routine. This could perhaps be remedied by sophisticated transformations. The reducer benchmark appears, as far as we can determine, less tractable.
These measurements give us con dence that Parma will o er many programs a factor of 15 or better performance improvement over SICStus 0.6. In some cases the performance gain will be less. The gap betwen Parma and SICStus 3.0 is much smaller. Parma is mostly at least 5 times faster, occasionally less. Some of this di erence must result from the cost of extra features which SICStus 3.0 provides such as cyclic terms.
We also compared the size of the code produced for each benchmark. Without global analysis Parma produces slightly larger code than SICStus but in the worst We wished to ascertain that the inclusion of several techniques employed by Parma was worthwhile. These features are unlikely to have negative e ects on the code produced. Their costs are only in slowing compilation and increasing Parma's complexity.
We have evaluated the bene ts of three features of Parma's abstract domain. Two of these are the sub-features of the variable symbol which represents reference chain and trailing information. The third feature is the inclusion of compound list and term symbols to allow exact representation of compound terms. We would have preferred to separately evaluate the bene ts of the list and term symbols but this was not possible as their implementation was too closely intertwined. We have also evaluated the bene ts gained by the compilation phase designating some predicate argument positions uninitialised.
We measured the bene t from each feature by compiling each benchmark with the feature disabled. Table ? ? contains this time scaled with respect to the normal execution time. In e ect this is the speed-up factor o ered by this feature for that benchmark. As this is only the marginal bene t, comparisons must be made carefully. The marginal bene t of two features taken together need not be, and probably will not be, their product. It could be less because the features compete or it could be more because the features co-operate. For example, uninitialised argument variables do not need trailing when bound but this would also often be determined by trailing analysis so these two features compete. Removing either of these features may have little e ect because the other takes up the slack but removing both features would have a signi cant e ect. Therefore their combined marginal bene t is larger than suggested by the gures in Table ? ?.
The measurements demonstrate that all four features produce useful improvements in over half the benchmark programs. The improvement factors considered alone may not seem large but they are each signi cant components of Parma's high performance. As can be seen by comparing Table ?? to Table ? ?, these four features by no means account for all of Parma's high performance. Much comes from the type information global analysis yields. This gain is not surprising as it is analogous to the bene t some existing implementations obtain with the information from user's mode declarations.
Although during the development of Parma we regularly compared the code it generated with that from a C compiler for analogous C programs, we did not realise the signi cance of the results until Van Roy ?] pointed out that the performance gap had been closed with imperative languages. For examples such as qsort the code Parma generated matched the performance of code generated by the MIPS C compiler for analogous C programs. It is important to note we retained the list data structure in the C program and the di erence in data structures employed makes comparison between the two languages of limited value.
CONCLUSION
The importance of Parma lies in its span. The work began at the compiler coalface dealing with issues like delay slots, tag manipulation and instruction cycles. This bottom-up approach resulted in Parma's high performance. We knew what information was most desirable before we constructed the analysis phase. This allowed insights missed by other work on analysis.
Parma is not a complete Prolog implementation and never will be. It has not been used since the benchmarking presented above. It has been solely a vehicle to test ideas described. While the ideas embodied in Parma have since been the subject of some interest in implementation research, it is not clear that they have had, or will have, much practical impact. The author does not feel that these techniques are necessarily the best for implementing Prolog or other logic programming languages. Parma was a successful attempt to t Prolog implementation into the paradigm used by conventional imperative languages. There may be other better possibilities outside this paradigm such as delaying compilation until execution time.
We feel that the most important lesson is that it is possible for su ciently sophisticated implementation techniques to bridge a large gap between language and machine. This should relax the shackles of e ciency a little on the language designer.
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